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The 2015 – 16 HKSAR Budget speech was delivered
today.
In view of the forecast budget surplus of $63.8
billion for 2014 – 15 and the demand for allaying the
burdens of Hong Kong citizens, five one-off relief
measures in the scopes of tax, rates, extra allowance
to Comprehensive Social Security Assistance and
payment of one month’s rent for tenants of public
housing units have been proposed. In addition to the
increment of child allowance from $70,000 to
$100,000 from 2015 – 16 onwards, these six
measures would involve $34 billion and should
alleviate the financial burden on the public and to
stimulate the economy as a whole.
It appears that in recent years the persistency and
quantum of relief measures are increasingly sensitive
to the society. In this connection, addressing the
relief measures in HKSAR Annual Budget nowadays
has become a political consideration instead of a
methodology in public finance management.
Several tax amendments are being formulated or
finalized in accordance to the Budget. These include
tax concession for subscribers to regulated insurance
products, and a bill to be tabled in the Legislative
Council allowing private equity fund to enjoy profits
tax exemption available to offshore funds. In order
to facilitate the exchange of financial account
information between Hong Kong and other
jurisdictions by end-2018, Hong Kong has pledged to
adopt the new standard, pursuant to which financial
institutions are required to report to the Inland
Revenue Department specified information on a
regular basis.

From tax perspective, the 2015 – 16 Budget indicated
that the Inland Revenue Ordinance shall be amended
to allow, under specified conditions, interest
deductions under profits tax for corporate treasury
centres and reducing profits tax for specified treasury
activities by 50 per cent. We also welcome the
consideration of extending the scope of tax deduction
for capital expenditure with respect to a wider
coverage of Intellectual Property rights.
The 2015 – 16 Budget emphasized that a livable
environment is vital to our economy, and has
identified various measures in this perspective to
enhance the improvement. We would like to see the
introduction of more tax incentives for environmental
protection as a complementary policy.
The 2015 – 16 Budget also revisited the narrowness of
our tax base, and the essentiality of broadening the
base. We support this motion for stabilizing the
government revenue in the long run.

Tax Highlights
Profits Tax

•

Reducing profits tax for 2014-15 by 75%, subject to a
ceiling of HK$20,000

Salaries Tax

•

Reducing salaries tax and tax under personal assessment
for 2014-15 by 75%, subject to a ceiling of HK$20,000

•

Raising the basic and additional child allowance from
$70,000 to $100,000

The following summarize other key points mentioned in the budget speech (other than tax as
previously highlighted) for easy reference:

Rates
• Waive of rates for the first two quarters of 2015-16, subject to a ceiling of $2,500 per quarter for each
rateable property

Rental Concession for Public Housing Tenants
• Waiver of one month's rent for lower income tenants living in the rental units of the Hong Kong Housing

Authority (“HKHA”) and the Hong Kong Housing Society (“HKHS”) (not applicable to tenants who are
required to pay additional rent to HKHA and non-elderly tenants of the HKHS Group B estates)

Comprehensive Social Security Assistance (“CSSA”)
• Provision of extra allowance to CSSA recipients, equal to two months of the standard rate CSSA payments,
and an extra allowance to Old Age Allowance, Old Age Living Allowance and Disability Allowance
recipients, equal to two months of the respective allowances

Targeted Support Measures
• Waiver of six month's license fees for travel agents, hotels, guesthouses, restaurants, hawkers and
restricted food permits

• Waiver of the fees for vehicle examination once for the renewal of vehicle licences of taxis, light buses,
franchised and non-franchised buses, goods vehicles, trailers and special purpose vehicles within a year

Supporting Small and Medium Enterprises (“SME”)
• Extend the application period for the special concessionary measures under the Small and Medium
Enterprises Financing Guarantee Scheme to 29 February 2016

• Inject $1.5 billion into the SME Export Marketing and Development Funds (“SME Funds”) and increase the
maximum amount of funding support for each project to $5 million

• Expand the scope of the SME Fund
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Diversified Development
• For the development of social enterprise, $150 million will be earmarked for a new phase of the Enhancing
Self-Reliance Through District Partnership Programme (from 2016-17 to 2019-20)

• For the development of cultural and creative industries, an additional $400 million will be injected into the
CreateSmart Initiative

• For the development of film industry, a further $200 million will be injected into Film Development Fund; a

subsidy scheme for film productions with a budget not exceeding $10 million subject to a subsidy ceiling of
$2 million will be introduced; and the production budget ceiling of the Scheme for Financing Film Production
will also be raised to $25 million

• Encourage different sectors of the community to sponsor local art and cultural activities, and help sustain the
development of the cultural industry, jazzing up the cultural aura of the city, a $300 million Art Development
Matching Grants Pilot Scheme will be launched

Business and Professional Services
• Earmark $23 million in the coming three years for offering IP consultation, manpower training and other
services to SMEs.

• Consider the tax deduction for capital expenditure incurred on the purchase of IP rights

Financial Services
• Discuss with the relevant authorities of the Central Government the launch of the Shenzhen-Hong Kong Stock
Connect and enhancement of the Shanghai-Hong Kong Stock Connect

• Increase investment quota for the RMB Qualified Foreign Institutional Investors Scheme
• Proposed amendment on the Inland Revenue Ordinance will be introduced in the 2015-16 legislative session
to allow, under specified conditions, interest deductions under profits tax for corporate treasury centres and
reducing profits tax for specified treasury activities by 50 per cent

Care for People
• Following the existing practice, iBond issue of up to $10 billion with a maturity of three years will be launched
• Allocate $130 million to strengthen child care services in order to support for women to achieve a work-family
balance

• Extend the coverage of on-the-job training allowance under the Employment Programme for the Middle-aged

and earmark $220 million to extend for two years the Integrated Employment Assistance Programme for
Self-reliance

• Provide tax concession for subscribers to regulated insurance products
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Stabilizing Land Supply
• 29 residential sites to be included in the Land Sale Programme, of which 16 are new sites
• Relocate Trade and Industry Department Tower in Mong Kok to the Kai Tak Development Area and plan to
relocate the three government office buildings in Wan Chai

Investment in Environmental Infrastructure
• Extend the incentive scheme until the end of March 2018 in regard of the port facilities and light dues
charged on ocean-going vessels (“OGVs”) reduced by half if these vessels use low sulphur fuel while at berth
in Hong Kong

• Introduce legislation to require all OGVs at berth in Hong Kong to use low sulphur diesel
• Allocate an additional $150 million to extend the Cleaner Production Partnership Programme for five years

Manpower Training
• Preparation for the retail industry promotion campaign to enhance the image of the industry with a view to
attracting new blood

• Introduce another $100 million for the Construction Industry Council to train up more skilled workers
• From the 2015/16 academic year onwards, student will be subsidised on a pilot basis 1,000 students per

cohort to pursue designated self-financing undergraduate programmes for meeting the manpower needs of
Hong Kong (there will be 13 programmes, covering health care, architecture and engineering, testing and
certification, creative industry, logistics, as well as tourism and hospitality for the first cohort)

• Increase the short-term internship places provided by government departments for 2015-16 to 3,000 and

allocate an additional $205 million in the next three years to support more young people to participate in
Mainland exchange and internship programmes
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(Source: The 2015-16 Budget Speech)
The budget proposals do not generally become law until their enactment and may be modified by the Legislative Council before enactment
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SHINEWING has fully fledged branch offices in Hong Kong, Singapore, Australia, Japan and across China,

including Beijing, Shenzhen, Chengdu, Shanghai, Xi’an, Tianjin, Qingdao, Changsha, Changchun, Yinchuan,
Jinan, Dalian, Kunming, Guangzhou, Fuzhou, Nanjing, Urumqi, Wuhan, Hangzhou, Taiyuan, Chongqing and
Nanning. SHINEWING Hong Kong, with the integration of Hong Kong and China operations, strives for
providing a range of global financial services from assurance to tax, risk advisory, IPO consultancy and
specialist advisory services.

SHINEWING Tax and Business Advisory Limited offers strategic counsel for the taxation needs of
corporate clients, from the design of privilege tax strategies for merger, acquisitions and listings to identifying
efficient tax structure and vehicles and analyzing tax benefits of inter-company transactions.
Other major areas of services include advisory on real estate and foreign capital investments, formulation of
overall tax planning scheme and identifying channels for capital retrieval and remittance which are
particularly useful in countries under foreign currency control.

The aim of this summary is to alert taxpayers on the recent developments. The information is general in nature and should not be taken as a substitute for specific advice.
Accordingly, SHINEWING Tax and Business Advisory Limited accepts no responsibility for any loss that occurs to any party who acts on information contained herein
without further consultation with us.
Copyright and any other intellectual property rights in its contents are the sole property of SHINEWING Tax and Business Advisory Limited and its affiliates.
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